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Small team, efficient HPC management!



    The origin of modern HPCThe origin of modern HPC

Becker, Donald J; Sterling, Thomas; Savarese, Daniel; Dorband, John E; Ranawak, 
Udaya A; Packer, Charles V (1995). 

"BEOWULF: A parallel workstation for scientific computation". 
Proceedings, International Conference on Parallel Processing. 95.

HPC cluster @ 1994 == Beowulf cluster: a number of computers     
                                    (nodes) assembled to run as a single system 

        HPC cluster today:
 
  An assembly of compute nodes 
  designed to run as single system

  A powerful compute nodes 
(desktops in a rack friendly form-factor)
+
  Fast interconnect  (200 GBit/s) 
+
  Large (1 PB+) parallel shared  disk 
system 
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http://www.phy.duke.edu/~rgb/brahma/Resources/beowulf/papers/ICPP95/icpp95.html


    HPC applications  HPC applications  
When to use HPC systems at NIU?
 
  a personal system (laptop or desktop) is “too slow”
  an application benefits from parallelization
  an application needs to be run multiple times
  an application needs extra memory 
  an application needs a powerful GPU 
  an application requires Linux OS to run
(and a different OS is needed on a personal system)
  fast access to large input data
  the results have to be easy accessible 
  convenience: access to shared software libraries 
and CRCD team support

Minimal requirements
 
 read the CRCD documentation 
 beginners knowledge of Linux

I/O history,
6 parallel jobs, 120 processes, 

Efficiency of shared HPC system
depends on users accuracy
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      Why we use Linux? Why we use Linux? 
                     Administrators
 Stability
 Security
 Assess to OpenSource
 Built for development
 Customizable
 Supported by the 
hardware vendors
 Easy to administer

                Users  
 Community support 
 A lot of free distributions
 Can run on older hardware 
 Easy to install
 Tons of applications
 A decent skill in resume
 (if you plan to work in Fortune 500 list)
 Fun to use

Recommended desktop Operating systems  to work with NIU HPC  

+More than 600 supported Linux distributions
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ClueD0 design

●Current copy of D0 software. 

●Access to cluster-wide batch queues. 

●Security patches and updates for your machines 

●Local root access available on your machines... 
Sys-admins available during the day to fix 
"supported" features 

●Home directory backup every night... 

●Centralized account management. 

  The beginning of HPC at NIUThe beginning of HPC at NIU

ClueD0 desktop cluster
~400 desktops in 2004

D0 NICADD group

ATLAS Tier T3 clusters
ATLAS collaborators

ATLAS NICADD group

Year 2000 – 2  NIU Phys. Dep. Servers -  niuhep.niu.edu and nicadd.niu.edu  

BEAM NICADD group

NICADD HPC
~20 nodes

700 processor slots (1.8-2.6 GHz) 
cluster under 

the HT CONDOR batch system 
running Scientific Linux OS

+
desktops and data servers
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nicadd.niu.edu:/www-clued0
https://indico.cern.ch/event/85358/contributions/1265359/attachments/1077214/1536503/DOSAR-Atlas-Tier3-talk.pdf
http://nicadd.niu.edu/nhpc


Doug Benjamin, Duke University  -  T3 model at time of creation  

 
NICADD HPC

  ATLAS T3 projectATLAS T3 project
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http://nicadd.niu.edu/nhpc


  Proton Computed Tomography (pCT) project Proton Computed Tomography (pCT) project 
 Gaea built in 2012 as a GPU-based  system to 
process 200 GB “images” in 10 min
                     pCT project PIs 
       George Coutrakon and Nick Karonis  

 Converted into a shared HPC system in 2014 
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GAEA HPC



GAEA utilization history GAEA utilization history 
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Red Hat 7
installed

Covid-19

RAM & GPU
upgrade



    CRCD statistics (including NICADD), 2018-2021  CRCD statistics (including NICADD), 2018-2021  
NIU total ( Jul 2018 -Nov 2021)

The success of GAEA in attracting external funds allowed obtain 
NIU’s financing for the Metis system (Gerald Blazey, CRCD team, DoIT)

PIs Users
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      NIU HPC Systems specification NIU HPC Systems specification 

Metis system highlights
  32 nodes, (128 2.0 GHz cores, A100 GPU, 256 GB RAM, 1 TB SSD scratch)/node
  RHEL 8.x Linux, PBSpro batch system, 1 PB Lustre scratch disk, 200 Gbps network
  Maximum theoretical performance in 64-bit TeraFlops (131 GPUs, 310 GPUs)   
  For some applications be treated as a single computer with 4096 CPU cores  

Metis favorites
 Tasks optimized OpenMPI-OpemMP-GPUs 
     (can use all resources simultaneously)  

 Single CPU instances of less than 2GB RAM
             running simultaneously    
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NIU HPC software installations NIU HPC software installations 

Both CPU and GPU based packages supported up to the most recent versions 
(79 unique packages and 274 accounting for different versions).  

CRCD supported software at Metis, RHEL 8.x, October 2023 
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HPC software useHPC software use

 CRCD installs and supports “tagged” versions
and provides resources for users applications under development 

https://www.niu.edu/crcd/current-users/crnt-users-software.shtml

               CRCD installations
  Accessible via environment modules
module av; module load; module purge 

         Personal installations
 Can be build from source under
          /opt/metis/el8/ucontrib 

                    Python modules
  pip3 manager 
  pip3 install pkgName

  conda manager
  conda create -name=p39tst  
python=3.9
  conda activate p39tst
  conda install pkgName

                Jupyter notebooks
  Install Jupyter notebook
             pip3 install jupyter
              pip3 install urllib3=1.26.6
  Launch a notebook at a port xxxxx 
       jupyter notebook –no-browser \
            –port=xxxxx  -ip=0.0.0.0

  Connect via instructions at CRCD page

                                     CVMFS based software libraries 
  Pre-mounted for ATLAS (/opt/atlas) and CMS (/opt/osg/cmssoft) repositories
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https://www.niu.edu/crcd/current-users/crnt-users-software.shtml


A note on a code qualityA note on a code quality
Nvidia A100 GPU on a Metis worker node,  runtime 3.3 sec
(down from 23 sec for non-optimized code)    

 Nvidia P4 GPU on Gaea worker node, runtime  4.2 sec
 (down from 100 sec for non-optimized code) 

Programming skills matter – a small run-time difference for a well optimized code 
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Metis policiesMetis policies

1. Default home directory quote is 25 GB;  use /lstr/sahara/projectName/userName to store input 
and output (potentially large) data and to run batch jobs.

2. Only short test runs (<30 min) are allowed at the metis login node.  Production jobs should 
    be submitted via the batch system.

3. For each job the batch system reserves a requested set of resources:
 [(number of required CPUs, GPUs, amount of memory ) x N_instances, the requested walltime]

4.Several instances can be dispatched to the same node. It is critical to estimate the required 
resources accurately.

5. We provide the batch system example with detailed explanations of the batch script language.
 Copy, test and modify /home/examples/examples-metis/cuda-mpi-pbs.

6. We only provide the previous day snapshot of the /home folder, /nfs/ihfs/home_yesterday.
We recommend to use GitHub repositories for code development and frequently backup 
important data and results to remote locations.

7.  Acknowledgment statement: “This work used resources of the Center for Research 
Computing and Data at Northern Illinois University.”    

 Metis is a shared system. Mutual accuracy is vital. 
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            Current Operations  -  crcd.niu.eduCurrent Operations  -  crcd.niu.edu

CRCD web site provides:

  real-time system status 
  cluster usage policies
  detailed access instructions
   for beginners 
  hardware and software 
   documentation
  quick-start examples
  job monitoring tools 
  contact information

The site accumulates the CRCD experience since its foundation; the 
first stop for new users.
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HPC usage metrics (Oct 2020 – Oct 2023) HPC usage metrics (Oct 2020 – Oct 2023) 

  System availability      ~100% 

  Nodes availability   90 - 100%    

  System load           57 – 88% 

  Number of users/month   13 - 24

  Number of  PIs/month      8 - 14
   

We provide resources both for “large” and “small” projects.

Gaea file systems:
          used (total)
/home -    3 (10) TB
/data1 – 59 (85) TB
/data2 – 56 (80) TB

      Mets file systems:
           used (total)
/home  - 2    (20) TB
/opt      - 2    (15) TB
/lstr/sahara – 24 (848) TB
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  PlansPlans
                      Metis
 Study and tune up the system 
performance

 Possible nodes upgrade 
(memory and scratch drives)

 The base system for next years

                                Gaea
 System upgrade to Alma Linux8 in April   
 (a long shutdown is expected)

 We may keep Gaea running after 2024    
  but only as a supporting system

 Please switch to Metis by Spring 2024

                              Nicadd
 Will continue maintain data servers and 
desktops
  
 Compute nodes will be eventually retired
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  SummarySummary

● Years of successful operations of CRCD facilities
 

● METIS system is up and running

● We are welcoming new users 
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                    Backup SlidesBackup Slides



Top HPC systemsTop HPC systems
https://www.top500.org/lists/top500/2023/06/
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https://www.top500.org/lists/top500/2023/06/
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